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$xfa token

Next ledger generation with

Liquidity Optimizations and 
Income Maximization.



XFA Facilitate Easy and Secure Access to 
DeFi Income Maximization Maximize 
financial returns via the exploitation of 
decentralize finance (DeFi) products and 
services,

where Xofia executes a scientific 
investment strategy based on 
mathematical models that looks into DeFi 
liquidity pools inconsistencies to find the

optimal risk/reward ratio possible. $XFA 
proposes an innovative feature in its 
contract. DIVIDEND YIELD PAID IN BNB!

With the auto-claim feature, simply hold 
$XFA and you'll receive BNB automatically 
in your wallet.

Introduction



Adress BSC :

0xF60525a67db041E
3914Fc689B5299

d404dFe01C9

Total Supply 100 Millions $XFA

Anti Whale Protocol :

 Total Tax Fee : 15
 Rewards in BNB : 6
 Injected into LP : 4
 Marketing and Ledger Dev Wallet : 5%

 Max Hold 2% total Suppl
 Max Sell 0.5% Total Suppl
 MAx Buy 0.5% Total Supply

$xfa

smart 
Contract

$XFA 
tokenomics



ROADMAp 2021-2022
Q3 2021

$xfa token pre sale on dxsale launch of

the influencer marketing campaign and

fairlaunch project fully audit.

Q1 2022

Xofia finance Ledger is fully operational

with own blockchain and Yield Farming

optimizisation 100 MM Marketcap 1 xfa = 1$

Q4 2021

Funds raised will serve the ledger

development oil contract released

COin gecko Binance listing CEX LISTING.

Q2 2022

All xofia ledger features are operational

and ledgers restocks. Staking Derivatives

Liquidity Providing Liquidity Mining

Derivatives Trading increase investors value

Road to 1 billion marketcap.



 Pre sale allocation : 40% - 40 MM xf
 Pancake swap : 50% - 50 MM xf
 team tokens 5% : 5 MM XF
 ledger marketing wallet : 5% - 5 MM 

XFA

Total Supply 
100 Millions 
$XFA

Team wallet 5%

Dev Wallet 5%

Pancake Swap 50%

Pre sale 40%



The oil contract will be supported by xfa

token. it will be using the bsc network to

ensure lower fees to users and increase

return on investment for daily users of the 
oil contract.

The sum of the values of the agreements 
are in index, The oil contract will behave like 
an experimental stock market, increasing in 
value overtime. with monitored burn and 
mint function. That index value is what will 
set the XFA price. The ledger, that holds the 
contracts, will publish a value in real time 
(the index) and this value is going to be 
monitored by an auditing firm that will 
certified the index value.

OIl contract design



The Xofia team has develop partnership 
with large corporations that have significant

assets and sales. Their goal with us is to 
switch a part of their activity in crypto 
currency. Xofia has the ambition to be 
pioneer in this particular domain. Increasing 
the investors value with a mathematical 
algorithm build in the heart of it s smart 
contract. Our clear roadmap gives us a 
huge advantage compared to other actors 
in the sector.

Our ecosystem will keep growing as new 
actors will join. No investor will be wronged 
or shall loose any value with the xofia 
algorithm. As the value will keep increasing 
on the long term basis. With a burn and 
mint function connected every second to 
the xofia unique algorithm. Xofia final 
contract will start with a 100 million $ 
marketcap. The liquidity will be supported 
partly by the first token and our investors at 
launch.

Strategy



The information provided in this document and the corresponding 
website does not constitute investment advice, financial advice, 
trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not 
treat any of the website’s content as such. The XOFia team does 
not recommend that any cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, 
or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and consult 
your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By 
purchasing xfa, you agree that you are not purchasing a security 
or investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not 
liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. You also agree that 
the team is presenting the token “as is” and is not required to

provide any support or services. You should have no expectation 
of any form from xofia and its team. Although xofia is a 
mathematical token AND a digital currency, the team strongly 
recommends that United States persons do not purchase it 
because the team cannot ensure compliance with United states 
regulations. 

Always make sure that you are in compliance with your local laws 
and regulations before you make any purchase. Please note there 
are always risks associated with smart-contracts. Please use at 
your own risk. xofia Token is not a registered broker, analyst or 
investment advisor. Everything that we provide on this site is 
purely for guidance, informational and educational purposes. All 
information contained herein should be independently verified 
and confirmed. We do not accept any liability for any loss or 
damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information or 
services. Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading 
done in any financial market. Do not trade with money that you 
cannot afford to lose. When in doubt, you should consult a 
qualified financial advisor before

making any investment decisions.

Legal disclaimer



Thank YOu!


